
The information pertained within this guide is for reference only and does not supersede instructions from other product manufacturers. 
Always consult and follow manufacturers’ specific installation instructions BEFORE installing any products.  

übertile™ bears no responsibility or liability for damage(s) resulting from information contained within this brochure.



1. Determine which walls are square and unsquare.
(In most cases an exterior wall will be your most square wall)

  

3. Snap chalk lines at the determined length (Example 24 3/8”)
 

 

 

the chalk lines. 
1 

3. Tiles 2 & 3

4. Tile 4

 With one grid complete, begin the next grid. 

1. Spread thinset within each quadrant, taking care NOT to cover 

so it aligns with the chalk lines as shown. 

 will contact only one chalk line as shown. 

 should not touch any chalk lines, being spaced away from 
the nearest chalk lines by a full grout joint width (in this case 3/16”) 

2. Calculate the length of INCLUDING 
two grout joint widths. (fig.1) 

 

1. Determine the grout joint width to be used.  
(Example: 3/16”) 

Using The Grid

Marking The Grid

4. Snap chalk lines at the same determined length 

(fig.1) 
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(Example 24 3/8”)

3. Measure the length and width of the room. 
Based on the tile and room size, calculate where the first tile will start and the last tile will end.
If the last tile results in a small cut tile (less than 1/2 full tile size), consider shifting the first laid tile back to 
offset the smaller cut on the opposite of the room.

(using spacers to help).



Place the  onto the freshly “combed” 

uncured thinset

Pour water into a clean pail, add thinset powder. Mix thinset per manufacturer’s 
guidelines
lumps. Allow 10 minutes to slake, remixing thinset once more before using. 

“Comb”
there are no high/low spots. Once the mortar is spread, do not allow the thinset to dry or 

If the mortar “skins over”, remove the thinset with the flat backside of the trowel, 
then re-apply fresh thinset to continue tiling. 

Mixing Thinset

Spread Thinset

Laying Tiles

To verify correct mortar consistancy, touch the thinset with 

The correct trowel notch size is critical, ensuring a reliable & strong tile installation.
By using the correct trowel notch size (relative to the size of the tile), the mortar provides both a 
bonding and support bed for the tile. Consult your tile salesperson to choose the trowel notch size.

“Comb” thinset evenly in 
each grid, using a notched 
trowel. 
These “combed” lines 
should remain upright and 
may slightly sag. 

Before placing tiles onto the “combed” thinset, “backbutter” each tile by spreading thinset onto the back 
of each tile (using the flat side of a trowel) filling in the void/depressons on the backside of the tile.

Once the mortar has cured, use a utility knife to remove any excess thinset which may be protruding
from the grout lines. 



the grout joints. Spread at an angle to the grout joints, 

surface. 

Using a pail of clean water, wet a 

leaving it fairly damp. Using circular 

sponge should wash and massage the 
grout into the joints. Be gentle on the 
grout joints to avoid washing out all the 
grout. Once first wash is complete, wait 
before proceeding with final wash. 

Use a pail of clean water, wet the sponge, but wring it out very well. 

surface. 

Final Wash

Spread Grout

Pour water into a clean pail, add grout powder. Mix grout per manufacturer’s 
guidelines 

Mixing Grout

 

and into

the tile

Timing
Wait too long and the grout will be difficult to wash off; 
wash too soon and the grout will wash out of the joints!

10-30 minutes. (check manufacturer’s guidelines)

Once the grout has cured from being washed, a slight grout “haze” may 
be present on the tile surface. This can be dusted off with a dry rag.

This guide does NOT apply to installation of epoxy or urethane grouts! 
This guide applies ONLY to standard cement based grouts. 



A kitchen backsplash requires very little prep work. A drywall backing is sufficient. 
If the drywall is new/bare, apply 1 coat of primer before tiling. If the wall is already painted, scuff the paint up 
with rough sandpaper to provide a better bonding surface. 

Turn the breakers off for the backsplash plugs. Unscrew the faceplate covers + wall receptacles. 

Where to start?
To start, measure the height between the countertop to the top cabinets. 
(This step is important, as cabinets which are not level must be compensated for when planning the tile layout. 

The layout pattern for a kitchen backsplash will vary, however, most are installed using either 1 of 2 methods;
1- Start from the outside edges tiling inward, towards the inside corners of a kitchen.
2- Use a central point, like a stove range, install the tile outwards in both directions.

Tiling
Spread adhesive directly to the wall, using the correct notched trowel, on an area no bigger than can be tiled in a 
few minutes. For smaller areas, you may spread adhesive directly to the back of a tile. 
If the adhesive starts to “skin-over” before you can tile (touch with your finger to see if it’s still tacky) scrape it off 
with the backside of your trowel and reapply new fresh adhesive. 

When installing the first row of tiles along the countertop, use cardboard (torn from a box of tiles) to act as a 
spacer for the bottom/first row of tiles where they rest against the countertop. 
This gap will allows for movement between the countertop and tiled backsplash providing a void for caulking to 
penetrate once the grouting is completed. 

Allow a slight gap for movement/caulking on inside corners where the tiles will meet. Once the first row of tile is 
installed, continue upwards with the second and consecutive rows of tile, using spacers between each row. 
A tile trim edge profile should be used to finish off all outside exposed edges of tile. 

Cut around plug-ins using a 4” 
diamond blade mounted to an angle 
grinder. Ensure the plug faceplate will 
cover the cut completely. 
Tile must be behind the tabs of the 
receptacle  providing support for the 
plug-in itself. 

Grouting
Refer to the grouting section in this manual.



Where to start?

Tiling

This is the most important step!

Cement board/greenboard drywall are NOT waterproof and require a surface applied waterproofing.

1) Ceiling 2) Shower Floor (if applicable) 3)Wall(s)

To start, measure the heights between the shower floor/tub surround and the ceiling.
-

Basic wall / ceiling  / floor layout methods are:

-(Fig.B) 

-

-

movements between the shower floor/tub and the walls providing a void for caulking which will seal the 

For this reason, install a waterproof tile backer board direclty to the studwork before tiling.
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